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I am writing as an executive editor of GMD to highlight an issue with the code availability
section which needs to be remedied in the revised manuscript.

I appreciate the lengths to which you have gone to identify the exact versions of the
code corresponding to the experiments in the manuscript. There remain two concerns.

C1

Code only on GitLab

The code reference is to a GitLab repository (in a personal account at that), and the
individual tags are git tags. This doesn’t provide the persistence required of the data
in a journal paper. If the project moves to a different revision control system, or even
just to GitHub then the links will go dead. For this reason, the code associated with
each of your tags needs to be persistently archived. Many authors find Zenodo (https:
//zenodo.org) a good solution for this, it basically comes down to uploading a tarball
and metadata (or you could push a copy of your repo to GitHub and use the automated
GitHub-Zenodo integration). Note that you are still positively encouraged to provide a
link to the preferred download location for your software (which might well be GitLab),
but this should be in addition to citing persistent archives.

Insufficient documentation to reproduce

When I click through to your GitLab page, I can’t find documentation which would tell
me how to build the model and run the experiments in the paper. The readme file
claims to contain links to documentation, but these are broken. A link to a wiki is also
not very persistent: would a user coming to this after the project has ended be able to
work out how to re-run the experiments in this manuscript?

Please ensure that both your code and documentation are preserved in persistent,
public archives.
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